[Study on the interaction between p-HPcZn and myoglobin].
The interaction of p-HPcZn and myoglobin was studied by fluorescence spectra and synchronous fluorescence spectra methods under the physiological condition. The p-HPcZn can quench the fluorescence of myoglobin effectively, and it is indicated that there is a strong interaction occurring between p-HPcZn and myoglobin. The results of the fluorescence spectra with changing temperature proved that the interaction can lead to the formation of complex of p-HPcZn with myoglobin, and quench the fluorescence of myoglobin through the static quenching mechanism. Dealing with the values of fluorescence spectra, the binding parameter and the binding site of the interaction can be obtained, whose values are 2.481 X 10(5) and 0.444 respectively. In addition, the interaction can change the conformation of myoglobin markedly also.